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Charge-State Distribution and Doppler Effect in an Expanding Photoionized Plasma
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The charge state distributions of Fe, Na, and F are determined in a photoionized laboratory plasma
using high resolution x-ray spectroscopy. Independent measurements of the density and radiation flux
indicate unprecedented values for the ionization parameter � � 20–25 erg cm s�1 under near steady-
state conditions. Line opacities are well fitted by a curve-of-growth analysis which includes the effects
of velocity gradients in a one-dimensional expanding plasma. First comparisons of the measured charge
state distributions with x-ray photoionization models show reasonable agreement.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Z-pinch x-ray spectral emission mea-
sured at peak power with an XRD array (stepped lines), a
transmission grating spectrometer (dots), and a PCD array
(squares). Shown for comparison is a peak-normalized
165 eV blackbody spectrum.
With the recent launch of the x-ray observatories
Chandra and XMM-Newton, high resolution spectral
data from numerous astrophysical x-ray sources such as
accretion-driven binary systems and active galactic nuclei
have been reported [1,2]. Discrete emission and absorp-
tion spectra from such objects are extremely complex.
Interpreting such spectra requires detailed modeling of
the radiation field and its interactions with the free and
bound electrons, including the most accurate atomic data
available. Laboratory studies, using, for example,
electron-beam ion traps [3], storage rings [4], and toka-
maks [5] have provided atomic data that have been in-
corporated into astrophysical spectral synthesis codes.
However, until recently [6–10], creating an appropriate
x-ray environment to carry out well characterized photo-
ionization experiments under near steady-state conditions
has not been possible, owing to the lack of a high fluence
x-ray source. In this Letter, we present results from our
Z-pinch experiments, where the x-ray emission from the
pinch photoionizes Fe into the L shell and Na and F into
the K shell. Using high resolution x-ray spectroscopy and
other x-ray diagnostics, the charge state distribution, the
absolute radiative flux, and the sample densities are mea-
sured independently. These allow the first direct compari-
sons with photoionization models in the relatively low
density (ne � 2� 1019 cm�3) two-body recombination
regime.

These experiments were performed at the Sandia
National Laboratory Z facility. The radiation from the
pinch is generated by coupling a 20 MA, 100 ns rise time
current pulse into a 2 cm diameter, 1 cm length, cylin-
drical wire array. The electromagnetic forces drive the
11:5 �m diameter tungsten wires radially inward onto
the central axis, creating a 8 ns FWHM, 120 TW, 165 eV
near-blackbody radiation source. An absolutely calibrated
transmission grating spectrometer measures the spectral
and temporal emission from the pinch [11] (see Fig. 1).
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The pinch emission provides a sufficient x-ray flux to
photoionize iron into the L shell and also produces a
relatively line-free quasicontinuum source of x rays in
the 9–17 �A wavelength range as needed for the absorp-
tion experiments described below [6,8–10]. Also shown
in Fig. 1 are comparisons with filtered x-ray detectors
(XRDs) [12] which show reasonable agreement over most
of the energy range. Above 2 keV, spectra were measured
using filtered photoconducting detectors (PCDs) [13]. The
results presented below were found to be relatively in-
sensitive to the small high energy component above 2 keV.

Thin rectangular foils were suspended in frames and
positioned 1.5–1.6 cm from the z axis of the pinch. The
foils consisted of 500–750 �A thick, 1:35:1 molar ratio of
Fe=NaF and were overcoated on each side with 1000 �A of
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lexan �C16H14O3�n to help maintain uniform conditions
during heating and expansion. During the initial 100 ns
run-in phase, radiation from the wires preheated the foils,
and the central Fe=NaF portion of the foil typically ex-
panded 1.5–2 mm, decreasing the density by many orders
of magnitude. A time-gated filtered x-ray pinhole camera
imaged the Fe=NaF emission region edge-on, thus deter-
mining the time history of the average density. When the
wires collide on axis, the resulting x-ray pulse quickly
photoionizes the low density expanded foil.

At sufficiently low density where two-body processes
dominate, the degree of ionization can be shown to
mainly depend on the ionization parameter � �
16�2J=ne [14], where J is the mean intensity,
J��1=4��

RR
J���d�d integrated over solid angle and

integrated in energy from �H � 13:6 eV to infinity. � is a
scaling parameter used in astrophysics for determining
the ionization state in photoionized plasma. Here �
reaches a value near 25 ergcms�1at the peak of the radia-
tion pulse.

Quasicontinuum x-ray radiation produced by the pinch
is absorbed as it passes through the photoionized plasma
and is recorded on film using a time-integrated convex
potassium hydrogen phthalate crystal spectrometer. Over
the 8:5–17 �A wavelength range the instrumental resolu-
tion was E=�E ’ 500–800. Typical absorption data over
the 8:5–12 �A portion of the spectrum are shown in Fig. 2,
where K-shell absorption lines for Na and F ions, and
L-shell absorption lines for iron are observed.

The Na and F absorption lines were analyzed using a
simple one-dimensional expansion model. Hydrody-
namic simulations indicate that during the initial heating
and expansion phase, the central Fe=NaF portion of the
foil remains fairly uniform due to the tamping effect of
the lexan overcoat. The velocity profile is well approxi-
mated by the linear self-similar form u�x� � u0�x=x0�,
where u0 and x0 are the velocity and position at the edge,
relative to the foil center. The optical depth for a photon
passing normal through this expanding one-dimensional
plasma is given by
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum of L-shell iron and K-shell
sodium and fluorine lines. Unidentified peaks at 8.8 and
9:8 �A are due to film defects.
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k0����
�

p
u0�

exp
�
�	f1� u�x�=cg � 0�2

�2

�
;

(1)

where � is the transition linewidth. 1� u�x�=c is the
Doppler factor due to expansion, and k0 � �e2foscNiL=
2mc, which depends on the oscillator strength of the line
transition. Here L � 2x0 and NiL is the areal density of
the ground state configuration for ion i. Line shapes are
dominated by Doppler broadening effects, except for the
case of Na He-�, where Stark broadening increases the
linewidth by  5% at Ti � 150 eV. Stimulated emission
is small and not included. Because the expansion is ap-
proximately one dimensional and the ground-state pop-
ulations dominate the total population of each ion stage,
the areal density can be written as

P
iNiL � NoLo, where

NoLo is the initial areal density of the solid foil (provided
by the manufacturer). Thus, NiL � fiNoLo, where fi is
the fractional charge state abundance of ion i.

Defining the new variables y � �� 0�=� and w �
y� u=uth, using uth � �c=0 and u=c � 1, and assum-
ing that the sample density is approximately uniform, the
optical depth is rewritten as

� �
k0uth
�u0

Z y�u0=uth

y�u0=uth

e�w2����
�

p dw

�
k0
2�

ferf�y� u0=uth� � erf�y� u0=uth�g
u0=uth

: (2)

This expression reduces to a Gaussian profile having a
thermal width � for the stationary case where u0=uth � 1
and approaches a rectangular function for the case
u0=uth � 1.

The instrumental resolution of the crystal spectrome-
ter was insufficient to resolve the line profiles in these
relatively low temperature plasmas. However, the spec-
trally integrated line strength is independent of the in-
strumental resolution. Hence we define the measured line
absorption strength (equivalent width) as A�R
f1�exp����gd, where � is given in Eq. (2). This

yields a ‘‘curve of growth’’ relationship, often applied in
interpreting astrophysical line strengths [15]

A
�

�
Z
f1� exp����gdy �

Z
	1� expf��0g�y�g�dy;

(3)

where �0 � 2k0=
����
�

p
� is the unshifted line-center optical

depth and g�y� is defined through Eq. (2). For optically
thin lines where �0 < 1, Eq. (3) predicts that the ratio of
A=� is approximately proportional to �0. In the optically
thick regime, A=� depends on both �0 and u0=uth since
the center of the line starts to saturate. The transition
from an optically thin linear regime to an optically thick
nonlinear regime at larger �0 is evident in Fig. 3. By
fitting a range of data from relatively weak to strong
055002-2
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absorption lines, the relative concentrations of each ion,
fi, can be determined.

The analysis is applied to the Na and F absorption
spectrum shown in Fig. 2. The absorption strengths of
the Na lines 1s2 � 1s2p, 1s2 � 1s3p, 1s2 � 1s4p, 1s2 �
1s5p, and the 1s� 2p1=2;3=2 doublet were determined by
numerical integration across each respective absorption
line. The absorption lines are mainly broadened by ther-
mal effects and from the expansion of the plasma. As
discussed below, the electron temperature is estimated to
be approximately 150 eV. At these conditions, the tem-
perature equilibration time between Fe16� ions and elec-
trons is approximately 1 ns [16]. Therefore, here we
assume Ti � 150 eV as well. Shown in Fig. 3 is a calcu-
lation with Ti � 150 eV and u0=uth � 0:83. The data are
well fitted by this distribution over a wide range of line
strengths. The resulting ratio of Na10�:Na9� (H-like:He-
like) ground state ions is 1:4:5. Note that the determina-
tion of the ionization balance depends mostly on the
relative absorption strengths of lines from each ion stage
and is relatively insensitive to the ion temperature. A
similar analysis of F absorption lines indicates a ratio
of 6:0:1 for F8�:F7�. The reversed ratio for F relative to
Na is due to its lower photoionization threshold.

The Fe absorption spectrum was analyzed using the
one-dimensional expansion model described above. Line
positions and oscillator strengths for many thousands of
Fe lines were calculated using the HULLAC suite of codes
[17]. In cases where nearby lines were strongly blended,
more accurate line positions from Kelly [18] were used.
The charge state distribution was then determined by
varying each iron charge state concentration, fi, to best
fit the absorption line strengths. The resulting charge state
distribution for Fe is shown in Fig. 4. Uncertainties in the
background level and signal to noise of the absorption
spectrum were used to estimate the uncertainties in the
charge state populations for each ion. The average charge
state for Fe is hZi � 16:1� 0:2.
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FIG. 3. Curve-of-growth analysis for sodium absorption
lines. Vertical error bars assume �5% uncertainty in the
absorption strength for each line. The upper curve was calcu-
lated for the blended Ly��3=2;1=2� lines separated by 6 m �A.
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The charge state distributions for Fe, Na, and F were
calculated with the collisional-radiative code GALAXY

[19]. For a given density, temperature, and incident radia-
tion field, GALAXY calculates the steady-state ionization
balance within the plasma. Collisional and radiative ex-
citation and ionization as well as autoionization and all
reverse processes are included. Hartree-Dirac-Slater
(HDS) cross sections are used for photoionization. The
GALAXY code employs an average-of-configuration ap-
proximation for electronic states with a principal quan-
tum number n�5 and configuration averages for higher
n.

In order to account for the estimated few ns required to
reach steady-state equilibrium [20], the values of the
absolute spectral flux and sample density �ne � 2:0�
0:7� 1019 cm�3� used in the calculations were taken at
�3 ns after the peak of the radiation pulse. We estimate
that � decreases from 25 to 20 erg cm s�1 during this
time, which has a very small effect on the ionization
balance. At this density, the charge state distribution for
Fe was calculated for various temperatures between 30
and 210 eV (see Fig. 4). Above 70 eV, the distributions
peak near Fe16� and are quite insensitive to the electron
temperature. In this temperature regime (90 to 210 eV)
calculations indicate that photoionization of Fe L-shell
ions dominates over collisional ionization processes by
more than a factor of 10. The weak temperature depen-
dence of the charge state distribution therefore is likely
due to the thermal electrons having insufficient energy to
ionize the L-shell ions in this regime. Below 50 eV, the
contribution from three-body recombination begins to
dominate, reducing the degree of ionization substantially.

The average charge state predicted by GALAXY in the
90 to 210 eV temperature range is hZi ’ 16:4� 0:2 (see
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FIG. 4. Iron charge state distribution (solid dots) and com-
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Fig. 4). The uncertainty in hZi is determined from folding
in the sensitivities to the uncertainties in the absolute flux
(�20%) and density (�35%) measurements. The calcu-
lated distribution is slightly more ionized than measured.
This may be due, in part, to the fact that the measured
time-integrated absorption spectrum is weighted by the
time history of the backlighter intensity, which peaks a
few ns before the sample reaches steady-state equilib-
rium, resulting in a slightly lower average charge.
GALAXY calculations of H- to He-like ratios for F and
Na yielded ratios of 6:7:1 and 1:1:4, respectively, at Te �
150 eV. The F ratio agrees well with the data (6:0:1),
while the Na data (1:4:5) is substantially less ionized than
predicted.

For comparison, the photoionization code CLOUDY [21]
was also employed. CLOUDYgenerally uses simpler atomic
modeling than GALAXY but incorporates better atomic
data and can also calculate the electron temperature in-
dependently. CLOUDY calculates the temperature by a de-
tailed energy accounting of all relevant heating and
cooling processes, such as collisional excitation followed
by radiative cooling. Our first model calculation included
a restricted set of Fe emission lines that effectively
treated the Fe resonance lines as optically thick. This
assumption is consistent with the measured saturation
of the strongest Fe lines and the curve of growth plots
shown in Fig. 3. This model yielded an electron tempera-
ture near Te � 150 eV and an average charge state hZi ’
16:0, in reasonable agreement with both the measured
distribution width and the average ionization state (see
Fig. 4). To test the sensitivity to optical depth effects, a
second model was constructed which treated all lines as
optically thin. This optically thin model yielded a much
lower temperature Te � 38 eV, due to enhanced cooling
from line emission, and a distribution that peaked at
Fe12�. The optically thin approximation is therefore in-
consistent with our data but does set a lower limit on the
temperature due to line transport.

Also shown in Fig. 4 are model calculations from the
collisional-radiative code FLYCHK (see Ref. [20]). At Te �
150 eV, FLYCHK predicts a slightly higher average ioniza-
tion hZi ’ 16:5. It is interesting to note that FLYCHK and
GALAXY predict broader distributions than CLOUDY. For
example, for Te between 70 and 210 eV, GALAXY predicts
an average charge that varies between 16.2 and 16.4 and a
FWHM that varies between 1.6 and 1.7, much broader
than 1.2 for CLOUDY. Differences in the widths are likely
due to differences in the specific rates that couple the
Fe15�, Fe16�, and Fe17� ions. Understanding these differ-
ences between models, as well as including better atomic
data where needed, such as R-matrix rates, is the subject
of future work.

In this experiment we set out to produce a low density
photoionized iron plasma in order to create conditions
that would allow a meaningful comparison with x-ray
emission from astrophysical sources.We believe that these
055002-4
are the first laboratory experiments in which the charge
state distribution was measured in a well characterized,
strongly photoionized plasma where the ionization pa-
rameter reached values of � � 20–25 erg cm s�1, an ion-
ization regime relevant to astrophysical x-ray sources. We
hope these results will motivate further experiments at
the ZR-facility upgrade and at the National Ignition
Facility at LLNL, where even higher radiation fluxes
are anticipated.
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